Base Handle

Single frag preserving portion of shaft.
D.L 8.1

Oval in section W 1.8

Single decorative groove.

Some polish remaining.
Handle Fragment.

Single fragment preserving portion of shaft, one end edge:

Single deep groove at top. Two rows of four dotted incised circles extending down shaft.

P. l. 9.1
P. w. 3.1

Some polish remaining.
Bone Handle

Fragment of a bone handle,preserved portion of shaft.
Decoration consists of a plain zone up from the knop, then a zone of ten small grooves incised into surface, then a wide undecorated band and then 2 narrow grooves. Then the other end is decorated with a pattern of crossed thin-vertical and horizontal lines. No polish remaining.

Dimensions:
PL 10.7 cm
PW 2.2 cm
Th. 0.5 cm

"Excavation of Khirbet Jaa" (Yahem) in the Sharon Plain" by Zvi"el and Abdallah Mouari. Eretz Seferon p91-106 (Hebrew).
e.g. fig. 9:16+17.

Square in section
Seven grooves form sector

Messy uneven cross hatching

Narrow, slightly uneven bands

Drawn by: [Signature]

Leaf: [Signature]
Bone Handle — single fragment preserves entire handle shaft
Long thick bone carved into a rectangular shape and hollowed out to accommodate tool haft.
Both ends are very part of the edges, but enough remains to evidence the square incised lines set in from the edges.

L 11.4 cm
Max Width 3.5 cm
Th. 2.3 cm

Square in section
Heavily carved out
Solid interior

Single deep groove cut into narrow band

2 rows of small dotted incised circles extending down shaft on both wide sides.
Single row of seven dotted incised circles extending down one narrower side. 5 or 6 on other narrow side.
Glass core form.

Single body frag, closed perfume bottle.

Light blue back, white & yellow deco.

Core formed glass of white, green & yellow chevron pattern; blue core.

White with overlay of yellow work.
Glass

Single body frag

pH 0.7
pL 1.6
Th 0.15

Core formed

Blue core w/ yellow + white chevron design.

Yellow background w/ blue + white

Persian
Core Form Glass BS. with Dec.

(Single frag., white solid opaque glass + threads of black and red attached to surface and chrossed on surface.) Evidence of sand core on interior.

- White core + background
- black
- nothing @ Arofa is blk & wht

L = 2.0 cm
W = 1.5 cm
T = 0.3 cm
Core form Glass bs.
(Single frag. white solid opaque glass & threads of black attached to surface and draped on surface.)

L 1.8 cm
W 1.6 cm
Th 0.2 cm
Glass Rim - Core form

(Single fragment, approx ½ of diameter present, blue glass w a lip on it, perfume vessel possibly. Sand core evidence on interior. Handle study attached under rim.)

D 2 cm
Th 0.5 at rim
Core form Blue Glass BS.

Very small bs.

Body sherd of a closed vessel – perfume bottle?
threads
due with diagonal lines of buff coloured glass
applied to a blue glass background.

PL: 1.1 cm
PW: 1.1 cm
TH: 0.1 cm

shaded area – blue.
Coreform blue glass decorated body shard
Incomplete. Small body frag. Dried surface.
Coreform blue glass closed vessel (perfume bottle) with applied threads of white & yellow. Two evenly bands, lower one white, upper yellow/jade, surrounded by "feather" lines of white yellow & blue to form zigzags.
PH 2.3 cm
PW 2.5 cm
Th. 0.35 cm

Shaded areas = blue

Evidence of sand core on int. surface.
K086006
CB2.8.074
CB28012

Black & White Coreform B5.

1 fragment preserving the vertical crease
lobe?  

PH 3.0 cm
PW 1.7 cm
Th. 0.2 cm

White back of black threads
pulled down clearly crease on side of vessel.

No drawing
Photo only
Core-formed Glass Flask/bottle bs

One fragment with horizontal yellow + white threads. The yellow has seams of blue running through the yellow.

Pres. H 1.8 cm
Pres. Width 1.8 cm
Th. 0.35 cm.
Black + White Coreform Bottle BS.

1 shred of coreform bottle glass - body sherd.
The vessel is comprised of alternating black + white threads of glass - which have been "dragged" to create a hung box/feathered effect.

PH 1.9 cm
PW 1.35 cm
Th. 0.2 cm

White background of black threads

Sand visible adhered to interior surface.
From the edge it is clear that a base of white glass was laid on the coreform & then the threads of white & black added on top.
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Red + Creamy Yellow Coreform Glass bs
1 body shard of a closed vessel. - shoulder drag

Width 2.0 cm
Height 1.9 cm
Th: 0.3 cm

Drawn by: Leaf:
Coreform Glass Bottle

Body sherd of lower portion of bottle, with bevel of curve to base. Pale bands on dark.

PH: 3.35 cm
PW: 2.2 cm
Th: 0.3 cm

[Diagram of sock with 3 pale bands]

Blue background w/ opaque yellow
Coreform Glass Bottle

One body fragment with yellow ground w. blue thread design

6 evenly lined chevrons.

Frag H 2.3 cm
Frag W 2.0 cm
Th. 0.3 cm

blue core w/ yellow over paint
Coreform B+W Glass Bottle

- 1 bs of coreform glass with pulled threads of black to create honeycomb pattern/feather pattern.
- Interior surface has residue from the coreform process.

PH 1.8 cm
PW 1.0 cm
Th 0.25 cm

The black threads are paired into sets of closer threads.

White background of black threads.